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Introduction

This article focuses on the policy-related interactions between the Sino-foreign higher education (HE) in Mainland China, including both joint branch campuses of foreign universities and cooperation programs within Chinese higher education institutions (HEIs), and the government of the Chinese HE system. After 1949, the Chinese government reestablished a highly centralized and structuralized HE system by following the Soviet model. “On the central government level, higher education was under the control of the Ministry of Education (MOE) which was in turn under the supervision of the Cultural and Educational Affairs Committee” (Hu 1961, p. 160). In 1985, the system started a process of decentralization after the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee published its decision to reform education pointing to increasing autonomy of HEIs. \textsuperscript{1} During the last decade, many foreign universities started projects in China that have included establishing international branch campuses. Examples of those are New York University Shanghai and the University of Nottingham Ningbo. In a global perspective, as an outcome of HE internationalization and globalization, for instance, through international HE cooperation, projects should “increase local capacity and provide a different type of education” (Lane 2011, p. 367). Therefore, it is quite necessary to focus on policy interactions and policy dialogues between Sino-foreign joint HE projects and policymakers, the major administrators of the HE system in Mainland China.

Conceptual Framework

W. H. Clune (1990) provides the perspective to scrutinize the roles of schools within the policy context as policy mediators, policy critics, and policy constructors, and states that “schools can be sources of alternative policies rather than simply mediators or critics of the policies currently in force” (p. 266). Such perspective of education policy analysis is quite useful to help understand Sino-foreign HEIs in China as active actors rather than passive recipients of policy, since most of the relevant policies were formulated or reformed to fulfill the requirements of the existing joint HE projects and based on their reflections towards the previous regulations. Therefore, it seems more suitable to deal with the policy formulation and implementation processes as dialogues, which are dynamic and interactional, between policymakers and joint HE projects. Based on the original concepts of Clune’s (1990) policy-school mutual perspective, we discuss the phenomena of Sino-foreign joint HEIs and programs, including both the existing situations and present problems, as the indicators of the relevant policy innovation (as the policy mediator), policy flaws and limitations (as the policy critic), and the possible approaches to policy reform (as the policy constructor). Comparing to Clune’s (1990) original concepts, the roles of the joint HEIs are defined relatively as more passive due to the entire rigid HE administration system in Mainland China.
Policy Mediator

The development of Sino-foreign HE projects can be seen as the outcome of the education policy evolution during the last decades. In other words, the government ultimately promotes a prosperous presence of the Sino-foreign joint HE projects. From 1986 to the present, according to China’s Five-Year Plans’ key documents and subdocuments about education development strategies formulated by the MOE, it is obvious that the central government carefully considered the internationalization of the Chinese HE system. The policy innovation trend of internationalization can be seen as the direct political root and policy context of the implementation of the Sino-foreign joint HE projects. In 2004, the MOE published its first policy document to regulate Sino-foreign joint institutions. 2 In 2012, the MOE published a document about strengthening the regulation of the foreign-related schools. 3 Also, a plan to regulate and evaluate Sino-foreign joint schools was published in 2014. 4 It is clear that after a booming period of the education market, the government has adjusted its major policy purposes from simply promoting the development of international joint institutions to considering balancing their development and institutionalization. In 2013, the MOE published two reports, one about the Sino-foreign cooperation in running schools and the other about international education exchanges. 5 These two reports explain the government’s increasing concern about HE internationalization and cooperation.

An outcome of the central government’s internationalization-oriented education policy innovation, according to data published by the MOE in 2014, the total number of Sino-foreign joint HE-level projects was 1,979, including 930 projects authorized by the MOE and 1,049 projects approved by provincial governments. Enrollment in HE-level joint projects was over 450,000 in 2014, which is about 1.4 percent of the total number of Sino-foreign HE-level fulltime students. In short, the development of the Sino-foreign joint HE projects clearly shows the effectiveness of relevant policy reform. The joint HEIs and cooperation programs can be seen as the mediators of the internationalization-oriented HE policy transformation.

Policy Critic

Even though being highly effective about promoting the development of Sino-foreign joint HE projects, the current policy system has flaws or limitations that have already caused several problems. They can be somehow inferred from the following issues.

First, the numbers of projects, degree levels, and majors are limited. In present China, although the total number of international cooperation HE projects is increasing rapidly, its proportion is small when compared to the entire Chinese HE system. As Genshu Lu, Hui Kang, and Ni Yan (2013) state, most of the international branch campuses and cooperation programs provide undergraduate-level courses (75.2 percent) and some of them master-level programs (22.6 percent). Only 0.9 percent of them offer doctoral-level courses and programs. According to Jia and Chen (2005), most of the degree programs offered by the Sino-foreign joint HEIs and programs are in economics/business-related majors (46 percent, including finance, marketing, and management), applied foreign language skills (19 percent), and applied electronic engineering (13 percent, including computer science).

Second, there is an unbalanced distribution of Sino-foreign joint HE projects in China. Data from 2013 show that most of the international cooperation HE programs and branch campuses are in Eastern China, the relatively more developed region (over 55 percent), while only five percent are in the 12 western provinces.

Third, there is a lack of institutional autonomy. In China, “unlike some other countries that allow foreign universities to have a free hand in setting up and running an educational enterprise, China’s Ministry of Education has developed a set of rules and regulations on the presence and operation of foreign higher educational institutions in China” (Feng 2013, p. 473). Under the current policies, “no foreign university can set up a program, let alone, a campus, without partnering with a Chinese institution and the head of the offspring institution must be a Chinese citizen” (Feng 2012, p. 473). The lack of institutional autonomy exists not only in the joint HE projects, but also in the Chinese partner HEIs, since the HE system in China is highly centralized and controlled by
the central government. It is obvious that “the degree of institutional autonomy in relation to the state will have a significant impact on the institution’s attitude towards internationalization issues” (Wilkins and Huisman 2012, p. 632).

Finally, the regulation and evaluation system is incomplete. By supporting the creation of international joint HE projects, it could be expected that the direct and core benefits for the host country would be high quality HE resources and advanced administrative models from the source countries. In China, there are a few policies to evaluate the quality of education and/or to standardize the management of such joint HEIs and programs. Currently, there are seven major relevant regulations to monitor and measure teaching quality that are deemed inadequate (Chen 2013).

In short, as policy critic, the existing problems of the Sino-foreign joint HE projects show that although they have rapidly increased during the past decade, government policy intervention to support the development of Sino-foreign HE projects is still limited and has flaws. The current policy system needs to be further improved.

Policy Constructor

As a new HE model in China, Sino-foreign joint HE projects represent an alternative to domestic universities or study abroad for Chinese students (Wang and Feng 2013). As mentioned before, the total enrollment of the existing joint HEIs and programs is growing fast since the current education market for such joint HE projects is a typical seller's market, which means that the demand is much greater than the supply. Within the present Chinese HE system, Sino-foreign joint HE projects provide a feasible approach to establishing more accessible and flexible HE administrative methods and providing different HE learning experiences to students. Even though the present issues can be seen as the outcome of policy innovation and government promotion, in spite of the uncontrollability and uncertainty of education policy implementation, it is still necessary for the Sino-foreign joint HE projects, especially joint HEIs, to try to become active actors in the policymaking process, rather than being passive recipients of the existing policy system. However, current joint institutions can hardly play the role as policy constructors directly and effectively due to the highly centralized bureaucratic system in China. As well as HEIs and/or programs located in Mainland China, Western university counterparts have to adjust their previous methods of communicating with the government while facing Chinese realities. It is also necessary for the Chinese government to make the policymaking process more inclusive; otherwise, there will not be enough interaction between policymakers and institutions, which may eventually limit the policy implementation process (Hall 1993).

Furthermore, administrators of joint institutions may be able to play an active role in policymaking because of their special triple identities: administrators of Sino-foreign joint HE projects, administrators of Chinese partner universities, and government officials in the field of HE. Under the existing policy, since the head of a Sino-foreign joint project has to be a Chinese citizen (Feng 2012), administrators of joint projects are usually the administrators of the Chinese partner universities. In addition, since administrators of Chinese public universities are part of the bureaucratic system, they may be able to impact the MOE’s policymaking process as “insiders.” Therefore, they can be seen as potential actors who might be able to participate in policymaking due to their triple identities.

In addition, Sino-foreign joint projects may become an important factor in the process of educating or training future policymakers who might further promote the decentralization of the Chinese HE system. Different from the domestic public Chinese universities, the education philosophies of Sino-foreign joint HE projects tend to have more liberal classroom structures and are usually more student-centered. Furthermore, the student-professor relationship may also be quite different. Other than being trained to become obedient, at least partly guided by Western HE philosophies, students are usually encouraged to communicate with the instructors equally. Such flexible and decentralized HE experiences may create consciousness to further promoting decentralization, not only of HE policies but also of other political and socioeconomic policy areas.
Conclusion

As a very important component of the Chinese HE system and an effective factor to promote HE internationalization, Sino-foreign joint HE projects should be both fully supported and modestly regulated by the government. Based on the previous discussion through three perspectives, it seems clear that the Chinese government, its policymakers, is now facing the dilemma of either sacrificing the institutional autonomy of Sino-foreign joint HE projects to strengthen the government control over the HE system or allowing more institutional autonomy and policy flexibility to stimulate the development of joint project. In short, a question for policymakers is if there are any possible approaches to provide Sino-foreign joint HE projects with some level of administrative autonomy without risking to decreasing education quality and reputation (Zha 2012).

Evidently, after over a decade of development, the present administrative policy system that regulates the Sino-foreign joint HE projects is still developing and has room for further improvement (Yang 2014). Indeed, the major question is how the Chinese government should build a policy system and a policymaking process to use the subjective initiative of the joint HE projects to optimize the current Chinese HE system. In other words, supporting establishing international joint HE projects is not only a process of importing high quality education resources but also a process of learning from the Western educational, administrative, and policy formulation philosophies. In summary, the Sino-foreign joint HEIs and programs should not be treated and should not treat themselves as passive policy recipients but as active actors in the existing policy context. China may take great advantage from developing its soft power in the predictable future (Mok et al. 2014) through modifying its HE internationalization-related policies.

Notes

1. CPC Central Committee’s Decision on Education Reform [中共中央关于教育体制改革的决定]
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